CRAZY AS A LOON
John Prine

A                   D                              A
BACK BEFORE I WAS A MOVIE STAR STRAIGHT OFF OF THE FARM
E                                A
I HAD A PICTURE OF ANOTHER MAN'S WIFE TATTOOED ON MY ARM
A                   D                              A
WITH A PACK OF CAMEL CIGARETTES IN THE SLEEVE OF MY TEE SHIRT
E                                A
I WAS HEADING OUT TO HOLLYWOOD JUST TO HAVE MY FEELINGS HURT
A                   D                              A
THAT TOWN WILL MAKE YOU CRAZY; JUST GIVE IT A LITTLE TIME
E                                A
YOU'LL BE WALKING 'ROUND IN CIRCLES DOWN AT HOLLYWOOD AND VINE
A                   D                              A
YOU'LL BE WAITIN' ON A PHONE CALL AT THE WRONG END OF A BROOM
E                                A
YES THAT TOWN'LL MAKE YOU CRAZY; CRAZY AS A LOON

A                   D                              A
SO I HEADED DOWN TO NASHVILLE TO BECOME A COUNTRY STAR
E                                A
EVERY NIGHT YOU'D FIND ME HANGIN' AT EVERY HONKY-TONK AND BAR
A                   D                              A
PRETTY SOON I MET A WOMAN; PRETTY SOON SHE DONE ME WRONG
E                                A
PRETTY SOON MY LIFE GOT SADDER THAN ANY COUNTRY SONG

A                   D                              A
That town'll make you crazy; JUST GIVE IT A LITTLE TIME
E                                A
You'll be walkin' 'round in circles LOOKIN’ FOR THAT COUNTRY RHYME
A                   D                              A
YOU'LL BE WAITIN' ON A PHONE CALL AT THE WRONG END OF A BROOM
E                                A
YES THAT TOWN'LL MAKE YOU CRAZY; CRAZY AS A LOON

A                   D                              A
SO I GATHERED UP MY SAVVY; BOUGHT MYSELF A BUSINESS SUIT
E                                A
I HEADED UP TO NEW YORK CITY WHERE A MAN CAN MAKE SOME LOOT
A                   D                              E
I GOT HIRED MONDAY MORNING; DOWNSIZED THAT AFTERNOON
E                                A
OVERCOME WITH GRIEF THAT EVENING; NOW I’M CRAZY AS A LOON
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SO I'M UP HERE IN THE NORTH WOODS JUST STARING AT A LAKE
WONDERING JUST EXACTLY HOW MUCH THEY THINK A MAN CAN TAKE
I EAT FISH TO PASS THE TIME AWAY 'NEATH THIS BLUE CANADIAN MOON
THIS OLD WORLD HAS MADE ME CRAZY; CRAZY AS A LOON
LORD THIS WORLD WILL MAKE YOU CRAZY; CRAZY AS A LOON
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